
Added On-Wall Control. No New Wires.
Enjoy an average of 85% time-savings while getting more  
go-ahead projects with Easy Kits from the radiant® Collection.

When it comes to installations, there’s easy… and then 
there’s wireless-devices-that-mount-to-any-surface EASY. 
With these kits from the radiant® Collection, we’re making 
it EASY to greenlight more projects and boost productivity 
with three versatile solutions that use the “with Netatmo” 
platform to let you add on-wall control wherever it is 
wanted. All without the show-stopping hassle or expense 
of cutting new holes or pulling new wires. 

SAVING TIME & GAINING OPPORTUNITIES
With installation costs running an average of 
$2800* less per project, get ready for more 
homeowners to say “yes!” to adding more control.

*Estimated savings compared to service call for adding 3-way wiring.

WANT TO ADD APP CONTROL?
Built on the “with Netatmo” platform, these 

kits are equipped for enhanced functionality. 
Simply add a Smart Gateway with Netatmo 

to gain app control and other smart features. 
Learn more at legrand.us/addappcontrol 

Easy 3-Way  
Switch Kit, White

Easy 3-Way  
Dimmer Kit, White

Easy Switched  
Outlet Kit, White

WNREZK10WH WNREZK50WH WNREZK15WH
Add a wireless switch for control of a light 
or fixture from a second on-wall location. 

Ideal for spaces without 3-way wiring. 

KIT INCLUDES: 

(1) radiant® Switch with Wall Plate 
(WNRL10WH);

(1) radiant® Wireless Switch with Wall Plate 
(WNRL23WH)

Add a wireless dimmer for light-level 
control of a light or fixture from a second 

on-wall location. 

Ideal for spaces without 3-way wiring.

KIT INCLUDES:

(1) radiant® Tru-Universal Dimmer* 
with Wall Plate (WNRL50WH);
(1) radiant® Wireless Dimmer  

with Wall Plate (WNRL63WH)

*The Tru-Universal Dimmer is designed to work 
with virtually any 120V dimmable bulb or fixture.

Add a wireless switch for on-wall control  
of a lamp or other plugged-in appliance. 

Ideal for rooms without overhead lighting.
 

KIT INCLUDES:

(1) radiant® 15A Outlet with Wall Plate 
(WNRR15WH);

(1) radiant® Wireless Switch with Wall Plate 
(WNRL23WH)

 
Replace an existing switch, dimmer or outlet with the kit’s wired device (neutral required), then simply mount the included wireless 
switch or dimmer to any wall with the provided adhesive – no cutting or wiring required – to add multi-location control in seconds.

Devices come pre-paired; no configuration required.

Additional wireless switches/dimmers can be purchased separately and paired for on-wall control from even more locations.

TRADITIONAL INSTALL EASY KITS INSTALL

Install / Re-Wire Device #1 X X

Cut Drywall for Wiring + Device #2 X

Run New Wiring for Device #2 X

Install Device #2 X

Repair Drywall + Paint X

https://www.legrand.us/addappcontrol

